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The research was undertaken as part of the project called ‘SYSTEMIC: Systemic large-scale eco-innovation to advance circular economy and mineral recovery from organic waste in Europe. https://systemicproject.eu/

This project has received funding from the European Union’s H2020 research and innovation programme under the grant agreement No: 730400. SYSTEMIC started 1 June 2017 and will continue for 4 years
The following SYSTEMIC dissemination materials were completed between 1 June 2020 and 30th November 2021

- **Videos**
  - A video providing an overview of the 5 demonstration plants ([EN](#))
  - 5 Individual demo plant videos
    - Groot Zevert plant ([EN, NL](#))
    - AM-Power plant ([EN, NL](#))
    - BENAS plant ([DE](#))
    - Waterleau ([EN, NL](#))

- **Posters**
The flow diagrams developed in 2019 were again update for the second time with the final information of the demoplants and a new poster for Waterleu was added to the portfolio.
  - Groot Zevert plant ([English](#))
  - AM-Power plant ([English](#))
  - Acqua & Sole plant ([English](#))
  - BENAS plant ([English](#))
  - Waterleau ([English](#))

- **Newsletters**
  - [Newsletter – Issue 6](#) (June 2020)
  - [Newsletter – Issue 7](#) (October 2020)
  - [Newsletter – Issue 8](#) (February 2021)
  - [Newsletter – Issue 9](#) (July 2021)

- **Farmer Information sheets**
  - Mineral concentrate
  - Ammonium Sulphate Solution